
The City Council of Cache, County of Comanche, State of Oklahoma and the Cache Public Works Authority 
met in Special Session on the 2nd day of July  2012. 
 
Members Present: Mayor Shawn Komahcheet, Manny Vega, Joe Brady, Steve Red Elk and Rosemary Cook.   
 
Meeting was called to order at 7 p.m. by Mayor Komahcheet.   

1. Pledge of Allegiance by Mayor Shawn Komahcheet.  
2. Invocation:  Jerry Randall 

Announcements by Mayor and Council: None 
 
Citizens participation: William Gregory at 201 Deer Drive stated that he did not know the council and that the 
council was not visible by the citizens of Cache to what they were doing for the City of Cache.  
Annette Kissik: Stated that she wanted to say that she felt that we should give Juanita Foster another chance at 
her job. As far as what she could see she was doing a good job. That we needed to teach her if she was making 
mistakes and help her do better. 
Molly Womack of 103 S Elk Drive. Stated that the shape of the City both streets and yard maintenance was 
terrible. Stated that she was trying to sell her house and the realtor stated that her appraisal would not be very 
good because of the neighborhood.  She wanted to know who was responsible for following through with 
making the City clean up their property.  She had pictures and presented those to the council of the weeds, old 
trucks, debris and appliances that were in the yards. Also she wanted to complain of the vehicles in the roads 
sometimes it is hard to drive down the roads because of the amounts of vehicles on the roads.  She stated that 
there were no street lights in that part of the neighborhood and who she needed to get with to get those installed.  
Mayor stated that the code enforcement department was responsible for the citations and follow through of the 
debris and grass.  That he was aware of the street situation because emergency vehicles could not get down 
there in case of emergencies.   He appreciated the pictures and would visit with the code enforcer.  Mayor stated 
that he would check into the light but thought that there was a light there at one time but it kept getting shot out 
or broken. Mr. Gregory stood up and stated that if she came by his place because of all of the debris that it was 
one mans trash is another persons treasure and that the City had other things to do beside determining what was 
trash or treasure.  Mrs. Womack stated that when it was not taken care of then it was considered trash.   
Edmond Trim:  That we (City of Cache) dropped the ball on instructions for the animal control officer. That he 
had dogs stolen out of the back yard that had locked gates. The dogs were later returned.  
Peggy Foster 701 West F. Stated that Juanita was dedicated to her job and she gets more donations than anyone 
has ever gotten for the City of Cache. That she cared for the animals.  That the City of Cache needed to fix the 
roads and infrastructure of the City.  
 

Business Items: None.  

Item 3: Motion was made by Vega to accept the resignation of Police Officer Trinity Haney affective July 5, 
2012. Second by Red Elk. 
Vote:  Vega-Yes, Brady-Yes, Red Elk-Yes, Cook-Yes.   
Item 4: Motion was made by Vega for the City of Cache to run an ad in the Lawton Constitution starting 
immediately to run consecutively for 2 weeks for the position of a Police Officer with a closing date of July 31, 
2012.  Second by Red Elk. 
Vote:  Vega-Yes, Brady-Yes, Red Elk-Yes, Cook-Yes.   
Item 5:  Motion by Red Elk was made to approve hiring Chris Daniels as a Reserve Officer for the City of 
Cache Police Department after all background, drug and alcohol check was completed. Second by Vega. 
Vote:  Vega-Yes, Brady-Yes, Red Elk-Yes, Cook-Yes.   
Item 6: Motion by Red Elk was made to enter in Executive Session in accordance with 25 O.S. Section 307 
(B)(4) to discuss the employment of the Animal Control Officer Juanita Foster.  Second by Vega.  
Vote:  Vega-Yes, Brady-Yes, Red Elk-Yes, Cook-Yes.   
Item 7:  Motion by Red Elk to return to open meeting.  Second by Vega.  



Vote:  Vega-Yes, Brady-Yes, Red Elk-Yes, Cook-Yes.   
Item 8:  Motion by Red Elk was made to terminate Animal Control Officer Juanita Foster for the good of the 
service of the City. Second by Vega.  
Vote:  Vega-Yes, Brady-Yes, Red Elk-Yes, Cook-Yes.   
Item 9:  Motion by Red Elk to adjourn General Meeting. Second by Vega 
Vote:  Vega-Yes, Brady-Yes, Red Elk-Yes, Cook-Yes.   
 
General Meeting adjourned at 8:20 p.m. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
Signature –Rhoda Thomas, City Clerk Treasurer 

 
 
 


